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ABSTRACT
We report on a combined experimental and numerical
investigation of the anti-stall ring effects in a reversible tunnel
and metro fan. Performance in terms of total pressure rise and
efficiency were measured at three different pitch angles and
four different axial positioning of the anti-stall ring in a single
and double arrangements – to entail the possibility of having
a double anti-stall ring in truly reversible fans. Following the
discussion on the impact of the anti-stall ring on the
performance of the fan, we provide a description of the control
mechanism induced by the anti-stall ring based on URANS
computations carried out with OpenFOAM to explain how the
anti-stall ring works. It was found that the efficiency penalty
due to the anti-stall ring installation on the datum fan can be
minimized by optimizing the axial positioning of the casing
treatment, resulting by a legislative point of view in the fan
having the same “legal” efficiency with and without the antistall ring. Also, from numerical computations, the flow control
mechanism was found to be pressure-driven and in particular
it was confirmed that the presence of the anti-stall ring is able
to affect all the blade span, confirming that this kind of stall
control system can be used also for fans that stall at the hub.
INTRODUCTION
Fans operating in underground tunnels for mass transport
systems historically need to be able to adjust to unforeseen
operating conditions, that can result in the possibility of fans
being driven into stall. Among possible remedies to protect the
fan from mechanical failure, anti-stall rings are used by
designers for their simplicity and robustness. An anti-stall ring
is basically a casing treatment (CT) made of a circular
chamber inside the casing of the fan, and positioned near the
rotor tip in order to accommodate recirculating flow in case of
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stall. Fins in this chamber are used to reinject the recirculating
flow in the main flow upstream of the rotor. This solution,
very easy to fit to a tunnel and metro fan, is now regarded as
less appealing in view of the minimum efficiency grades
legislations within EU and USA, as it reduces the fan
maximum efficiency.
Legislations on minimum efficiency grades have recently
been enforced within EU [1] and USA [2]-[3], requiring fans
to meet minimum efficiency targets. This legal framework is
currently the main driver of the re-design of entire series of
fans. Nevertheless the design space is also limited by other
legal requirements, that introduce concurring objectives in the
design process. For example, safety regulations require tunnel
and metro fans to be capable of reverse operations in order to
control smoke and fresh air flows in case of fire events [4]-[5].
This implies the use of symmetrical blade profiles and
practically results in the impossibility of using guide vanes.
The same legislation requires some fans to be able of high
temperature operations (i.e. 1h at 400°C or 2h at 250°C) once
in their life [6], resulting in the increase of tip-clearance of the
rotor to avoid interference with the casing due to thermal
expansion. Both reversible operations and high temperature
certification implicitly result in a reduction of total pressure
rise capability and efficiency of the fan due to aforementioned
solutions. Other limits imposed on acoustic emissions result in
limitations in terms of maximum tip speed and minimum tip
clearance [7].
Fan designers are also challenged by the other driver of
the fan market, that is the continuous request by costumers for
higher air performance fans, in terms of pressure rise
capability and efficiency, but also in more specific
application-related requests or costumer-tailored solutions.
For example increase of thrust in jet fans, increase of stall
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map. The 30deg arrangement is selected only when higher
pressure rise is required.

margins for tunnel and metro fans, reduction of noise for PC
cooling fans and many others.
For tunnel and metro fans, customers typically require
devices with a limited value of the external diameter, as
tunnels of mass transport systems have a capex that increases
abruptly with the dimensions of the tunnel and fans that need
to be fitted on the ceilings have to respect minimum distance
from trains running below.
Tunnel and metro fan designers need to adjust to this
complex nest of concurring requirements in order to develop
new solutions with higher pressure rise, efficiency and stall
margin and in so doing are requested to adapt solutions
coming from aerospace technology or to develop their own
recipes.
Here we focus on a typical solution for tunnel and metro
fans, a so-called anti-stall ring that was first patented by
Ivanov [8] and successively re-designed by Karlsson and
Holmkvist [9] to be used as a protection against the
mechanical consequence of a fan being driven into stalled
operations, Figure 1. Over the years the anti-stall ring was also
introduced as a solution in complex ducting systems where it
is possible that the fan operates with distorted inlet conditions
or interacts with other fans. In fact fans operating with strong
side-wind conditions like those on the edges of large arrays for
air stream condenser can be subject to permanent stalled
operations. Furthermore, in complex underground tunnel
system, if for some reason a fan is brought into service when
another is already running, the first fan will have a limited
pressure rise capability with respect to the one already
running. This circumstance drives the started fan into a stalled
condition, that can be permanent if in the fan characteristic is
present a saddle point in the unstable region. In this context, a
fan system engineer is forced to select a fan with a
continuously rising pressure characteristic, that is typical of a
fan fitted with an anti-stall ring.
Although their proven reliability in controlling the fan
characteristic, anti-stall rings typically reduce fan efficiency
up to 4% and consequently are becoming progressively less
acceptable as required minimum fan efficiencies increase.
That is why it is crucial to find optimized solutions for passive
stall control components and their interaction with the fan on
which they are mounted.
Here we focus on how the pressure penalty due to the
fitting of the anti-stall ring onto a datum fan affects its
positioning on the fan market by a legislative point of view. In
particular we want to understand if an optimal axial
positioning of the anti-stall ring can be found, that does not
penalize the fan from a legal point of view. Moreover we want
to demonstrate that this casing treatment is able to stabilize the
fan pressure rise characteristic curve even if the fan is hublimited, i.e. the hub region is stalled while tip region is still
able to work properly. To this aim not only measured curves
will be presented that show that most of the configurations
actually are able to work, but numerical analysis will show
how the anti-stall ring affects the whole blade span.
In Figure 2 the operating envelope of the datum fan is
shown for the three measured pitches. For 20deg and 25deg
arrangements peak efficiency is 4% higher than for the 30deg.
The typical arrangement for this fan on the market is that of
25deg, that corresponds to the maximum efficiency in the

Figure 1– 3D view of axial fan rotor fitted with antistall ring (top); details of the anti-stall ring fins
(center); meridional view of the anti-stall ring and
schematic principle of operation (bottom).

Figure 2 – Datum fan: blade loading coefficient
curves at different pitch (20deg, 25deg, 30deg), with
total efficiency contours.
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CASING TREATMENT (CT)
Two major configurations for the CT were investigated,
one with a single anti-stall ring, supposed to be effective only
for forward rotor operations, the other with a double anti-stall
ring, to be effective for both forward and reverse operations.
A modular casing was designed for experiments, in order
to reproduce all configurations reported in test matrixes, Aij
and Bij, corresponding respectively to single and double antistall rings. An example of the full assembly is presented in
Figure 1. A combination of the listed parts and spacing rings
assure for every test that the total length of the fan casing is
always the same. In both cases the chamber accommodates 33
cambered fins.

Test duct configuration entails a bellmouth, a first
straightener (AMCA cell type), the test fan, a second
straightener (star type), a chamber with a rectangular crosssectional shape, a throttling device a system of straighteners
and in the end a Venturi system for mass flow determination.
Total length of the duct system before the chamber is 12.60 m.
Data collected from instruments were elaborated by a
software that calculates static pressure rise, total pressure rise,
absorbed power and flow rate for each point according to the
ISO standard.
Fan characteristics were interpolated at each studied blade
angle from twenty measured points. Measurements points
were clustered into the near-stall region. Each pressure
measurement is the result of a time averaged value of unsteady
pressure detected over 60 seconds. Near stall and unstable
regions unsteady pressure measurements were based on a
longer time window of 160 seconds. Accuracy of all measured
data is compliant with ISO 5801:2007 standard requirements.

ANTI-STALL RING CONFIGURATIONS: TEST
MATRIXES
The particular focus of the study was the role of blade
loading (tuned by the rotor angular setting) and chord
exposure on fan performance for both single and double
antistall ring configurations.
Tests were divided into two matrixes, one for the single
antistall ring and the second for the double antistall ring. In
both cases experiments account for decreasing chord
exposure, from a maximum of 50% to a minimum of -30% in
three different loading conditions simulated by three different
hub pitch, respectively 20, 25 and 30 deg. Configurations are
summarized in the matrices shown in Figure 3.
Determination of the test configurations was mainly
based on available literature. Five relevant experimental
works globally describe the state of art of the impact of casing
treatment geometry on fan characteristic: Azimian [10] and
Ziabasharhagh [11] varied annular chamber height (h), Figure
1, Miyake [12] studied the effects of varying annular chamber
inlet area (a). Kang et al. [13] and Azimian [10] analysed the
effect of axial extent of shroud ring (a). Yamaguchi et al.
[14]characterized the impact of varying chord exposure (Ce).
Azimian and Miyake [12] both studied the vane position,
number of fins and inlet angle within a stabilisation rings
annular chamber.
Measured performance are typical of a hub critical axial
fan, with total pressure rising when reducing the flow rate up
to a maximum followed by a drop in pressure and a later
recovery of pressure rise capability towards zero flow. The
hub critical behavior hypothesis was also confirmed in [15]
for the 20 deg blade configuration. Measured performance are
reported for all blade pitch configurations without casing
treatment (hereinafter referred to as datum fan) in Figure 2.
EXPERIMENTAL TEST RIG
Measurements presented here were conducted in an
experimental facility compliant with ISO 5801:2007 standard
requirements. Measurements where performed in D layout
according to the ISO standard and a sketch of the test rig is
presented in Figure 4. Fan was operated at design speed by a
direct driven, 2 poles electrical motor unit 400V (AC-50Hz)
three-phase. Shaft power was measured by electrical
measurements using the two wattmeter method, and the motor
torque was derived by measuring impeller speed. No inverter
system was used.

Figure 3 – Tested configurations for single antistall
ring (Aij) and double antistall ring (Bij). Every box
contains in the top left corner the test name, in the
left bottom corner the blade hub pitch and in the
right bottom corner the percentage of chord
exposure (%Ce) to the vaned recess. Red arrows
show streamwise direction of the main flow.
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NUMERICAL METHOD
The computational analysis was carried out using
OpenFOAM 2.3.x [16], an open source finite volume
computational fluid dynamic code. OpenFOAM was used to
solve the Navier-Stokes incompressible equations.
Computations were carried out with URANS methodology.
The numerical analysis was carried out on the A11
configuration of the test matrix, that was selected as the most
interesting as it is the configuration with the best CT
performance and the highest efficiency in the datum
configuration [15].

lead to alignment of the Reynolds stresses with the tensor of
velocity gradient. Typically this is correct for attached flows
developing over flat surfaces under favorable pressure
gradient, but not in case of impingement, separation or, in a
fan, in the tip leakage vortex. This limits the accuracy of
standard eddy viscosity models. A possible workaround that
does not affect the cost of the computations nor its robustness,
is to use a non-linear formulation for the eddy viscosity model
such as the cubic k- model of Lien et al.[17]. Other
researchers have demonstrated that this formulation partially
recovers the anisotropy of Reynolds stresses, and is able to
correctly reproduce flow-field features typically associated
with turbomachinery flow [18]-[20].

URANS eddy viscosity model
Corsini et al. [1] pointed out that in RANS methodology
the definition of eddy viscosity based on Boussinesq equation
Venturi Straighteners

Figure 4 - Test rig setup scheme (not to scale).

Figure 5 - Computational domain and grid. Left: partial view of the rotor and the CT. Right: close-up of the CT
with fins.
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Boundary conditions and numerical schemes
Standard boundary conditions were applied to the RANS
computations, Table 1; a total of three different flow rates was
investigated, corresponding to peak efficiency (PE), peak
pressure (PP) and deep stall (DS) conditions.
All computations were carried out with a second order
quadratic upstream interpolation for a convective kinetics
(QUICK) divergence scheme, with a convergence tolerance of
10–7 for all computed quantities. The average CFL number
was 0.02, while the maximum was limited below 10 by an
adjustable time-step technique.

Inflow
Outflow
Solid walls

Table 1 - Boundary conditions
Mass flow rate; TI = 5%;
Lt=0.07D*
Zero gradient
No-slip conditions

Rotor-stator (fins) interaction
Interaction between the rotor and the fins is not a proper
rotor-stator interaction problem as pointed out in [21], as the
fins and the rotor do not face each other. Nevertheless the
focus of this paper is on the unsteady interaction between the
fan and the CT, so a full unsteady simulation with moving
mesh was carried out. In particular the pimpleDyMFoam
solver was used and the interface between the fan and CT was
handled by means of Arbitrary Coupled Mesh Interface
technology. Using this methodology it was also possible to
control the grid non-orthogonality.
Numerical grid
In the reported research, we undertook a grid sensitivity
analysis using fan pressure rise, blade lift and drag as
convergence parameters with grids of 4.0, 7.5 and 12.5
million cells. The final grid for the studied fan’s computational
analysis without fitted stabilisation ring comprised 12.5
million hexahedra, Table 2 and Figure 5. The final grid for the
computational analysis required an additional 1.2 million
hexahedra for the CT, Figure 5.
Table 2 – Mesh quality and y+ values
12.3M hexahedra (FAN)
Number of cells
1.2M hexahedra (CT)
Min
Max
Average
Volume ratio
1
11
2.9
Aspect ratio
1
19
11
Skewness
0
0.7
0.4
Min included angle
21
90
68
y+
0.2
3.8
1.9

in Figure 2. As a general comment, the effect of the CT is
evident: the pressure coefficient curves that in the datum fan
show a classic stalled shape with a saddle point followed by
pressure recovery, now with the CT become monotone, with
pressure increasing continuously as the flow coefficient
decreases. This is always true with the single anti-stall ring,
Figure 6, while some configurations of the double anti-stall
ring, Figure 7, still result in stalling pressure characteristic.
More in detail, for the single anti-stall ring configuration,
Figure 6, a general trend is recognizable for both pressure
coefficient and efficiency, that can be summarised as follows.
Moving the CT upstream of the rotor (from Ai1 to Ai4) the
penalty in pressure rise capability decreases, and this is true at
all the 3 angle positions of the rotor. For efficiency, the shape
of the iso-contours is always the same, but value of efficiency
increases when moving the CT upstream. The higher
efficiency configuration with the CT is Ai4, and comparison
with the datum fan chart of Figure 2 confirms that peak
efficiency value is the same (=0.58), but the peak region in
the contour plot is smaller and shifted to lower flow rates.
For the double anti-stall ring configuration, Figure 7,
similar figures apply, with the notable difference that the Bi4
configuration results in stalled pressure characteristic, so that
in this case the CT does not work. We can speculate that this
is due to the fact that the rotor aerodynamics is disturbed by
the presence of the downstream CT that in this configurations
move on top of the rotor. Furthermore in all the maps of the
B-matrix, peak efficiency region still move towards lower
flow rates, but also near the peak pressure condition, while in
the datum configuration, Figure 2, and the single CT, Figure 6
(Ai4) this region is in the middle of the stable branch of the
pressure curve.
We can also compare how the CT affects the fan
performance at different pitch angles, exploring the A and B
matrixes by row, Figure 8.
With the single CT arrangement, increasing the pitch of
the blade results in a weaker impact of the axial positioning of
the blade. In particular at 30deg all the CT configurations
show identical pressure losses with respect to the datum
geometry in the stable range of operations. However there is a
difference in the efficiency distributions, confirming that
moving the CT upstream leads to a decrease efficiency loss.
With the double CT arrangement again the best solution
is the one with the anti-stall ring in Bi3 position, that
correspond to the solution with the CT chambers positioned
more upstream without the second CT chamber being exposed
directly to the rotor blade tip. In any case an optimum solution
exists, and correspond to the one positioned more upstream of
the rotor and (in the case of the double CT) must not expose
the rotor to the downstream chamber.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental results
In Figure 6 and Figure 7 blade loading coefficient curves
and efficiency plots are given respectively for the single and
double anti-stall ring configuration. The four maps of each
figure show the effect of different axial positioning of the
chord exposure, corresponding to the columns of the matrixes
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Ai1

Ai2

Ai3

Ai4

Figure 6 – Blade loading coefficient curves at different pitch, with efficiency contour plots when varying
chord exposure for single CT (for details see test matrix in Figure 3). Corresponding datum fan blade
loading is shown in thinner lines of the same color.
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Bi1

Bi2

Bi3

Bi4

Figure 7 - Blade loading coefficient curves at different pitch, with efficiency contour plots when varying
chord exposure for double CT (for details see test matrix in Figure 3). Corresponding datum fan blade
loading is shown in thinner lines of the same color.
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A1j

B1j

A2j

B2j

A3j

B3j

Figure 8 – Blade loading and efficiency characteristic curves for datum fan and fan fitted with CT in single
(left) and double (right) arrangements. For reference matrix see Figure 3
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Numerical Results
Validation
Numerical results were validated against measured
characteristic curves and lie within the uncertainty of
measures [1] for all the three computed flow rates,
Computations with the anti-stall ring at DS, notably,
required 20% less computation time with respect to those of
the baseline fan, confirming a more stable regime of flow
inside the computational domain
Effects of the CT on fan operations
Figure 9 provides also a clear quantification of the effect
of fitting the anti-stall ring to the fan: at peak efficiency there
is a loss of pressure rise capability (-5%) and efficiency (1.2%). At peak pressure, operations of the fan with and
without CT are quite similar, as the CT reduces total pressure
rise by 1.2% and increases the efficiency by 1.4%. In deep stall
conditions the anti-stall ring increases pressure by 13.6% and
efficiency by 10%. The impact of the CT results in a penalty
in terms of total pressure rise and efficiency in the stable range
of operations of the baseline fan and an increase of
performance in the unstable region. Of course the anti-stall
ring is supposed to be used to protect the fan if it is
inadvertently run into stall by system effects so that the
increase of performance in stalled operation is not seen as
really positive. Moreover the decrease of performance in the
stable range must be evaluated as it could not fit the legal
requirements mentioned in the introduction.

Figure 9 - Measured characteristic curves of the fan
with (black lines) and without (blue lines) CT. Load
coefficient (solid lines) and efficiency (dashed
lines) vs flow coefficient. Symbols: CFD results.

Pressure distribution
The unsteady investigation lead to flow features similar
to those found consistent with those reported in [15]. In
particular looking at the mean pressure field over the pressure
side of the fan at the three operating points, Figure 10, the
effect of the CT is clearly recognizable: at peak efficiency
(PE) the load onto the blade is slightly reduced with respect to
the datum fan; at peak pressure (PP) the difference is minimal.
The major difference is in deep stall conditions (DS): the

datum blade stalls at the hub, resulting in a complete loss of
pressure rise developing capability, while fitting the CT
results in an increase of pressure and a complete recover of
separation onto the whole span of the blade.
In [15] the mechanism that drove fluid into the CT
chamber was related to the low pressure core onto the suction
surface of the blade, that at DS operations extend upstream of
the blade with a secondary structure, Figure 10. In the same
Figure 10 the evolution of the static pressure at the tip of the
blade (99% of the span) is shown for three time-steps
corresponding to 4.5 deg of revolution of the rotor (i.e.
roughly the passage of the rotor blade from one fin to the next).
From Figure 10, at PE and PP operations, the change in
pressure distribution is minimal. Both the low and the high
pressure cores, respectively onto the suction and pressure
surface, extend and contract but major differences are not
recognizable. The major difference is recognizable at DS
operations, when the low-pressure core contracts when
moving from  = 0 deg to  = 4.5 deg and grows back
moving from  = 4.5 deg to  = 9 deg. Similarly a small
increase of the high-pressure core is recognizable moving
from  = 0 deg to  = 9 deg.
As the mechanism exerted from the CT to the operations
of the fan appears to be pressure driven, a characterisation of
the CT is shown in Figure 12, where time signals of pressure
difference between inlet and outlet of the CT are shown for the
three investigated duty points over 40 deg of rotor revolution,
corresponding to the rotor passing three fins of the CT. The
pressure fluctuations have a frequency that is equal to 1/3 of
the BPF so equal to the frequency of the fins.
Looking at PE, PP and DS conditions, the first two show
a sinusoidal like behaviour, that can be correlated to the
position of the cell of the fin with respect to the low- and highpressure cores. For example in both PE and PP conditions the
cell F1-F2 starts with a position that partially accommodate
the low-pressure core at the suction surface of the rotor,
resulting in an increase of the pressure drop. When the rotor
moves the cell is facing the most undisturbed region in the
centre of the blade vane and the pressure difference drops
abruptly. Finally it increases back as the next blade approaches
the cell and the low-pressure core at the suction surface is
again facing the cell itself. The major difference at DS
conditions is in the different behaviour in the middle of the
signal: at PE and PP the flow was mostly undisturbed and
pressure difference dropped. Here, the low pressure core is
much larger and basically a second smaller core appears
upstream of the first. This reflect in the fact that the pressure
difference drops, rises again and then drop again (around  =
10 deg).
CFD analysis: meridional streamlines for the baseline
fan and the fan with CT
In Figure 13 2D streamlines are plotted on a meridional
plane at mid-chord with respect to the rotor. First, we highlight
the fact that hub separation is present at all the investigated
flow rates. This is caused by the necessity of having a
reversible fan and therefore is impractical to impose a twist
distribution that minimise the angle of attack at all the radii.
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FAN + CT

datum

PE

LE

DS

PP

TE

Figure 10 – Normalized pressure contours onto the pressure side of the rotor blade at PE (top), PP (middle)
and DS (bottom) operations for the fan with (left) and without (right) CT.
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PE

ax

DS

PP



 = 0.0 deg

 = 4.5 deg

 = 9.0 deg

Figure 11 – Normalized pressure surface: p contours at 99% of the blade span for three time instants
corresponding to 4.5 deg revolution of the rotor. Top: PE; middle: PP; bottom: DS

F3-F1

F1-F2

F2-F3

Figure 12 - Static pressure fluctuations in the fins chambers of the CT at different operating conditions vs
rotor revolution.
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Figure 14 – Radial distribution of blade loading
coefficient at peak efficiency. Blue line: baseline
fan. Black line: fan with CT.

PE

PP
Vax

PP
Figure 15 – Radial distribution of blade loading
coefficient at peak pressure. Blue line: baseline fan.
Black line: fan with CT.

DS

DS
Figure 13 – CFD prediction of meridional
streamlines in a cross-section at mid-chord for the
fan with and without CT. Top: PE; center: PP;
bottom: DS.

Figure 16 – Radial distribution of blade loading
coefficient in deep stall conditions. Blue line:
baseline fan. Black line: fan with CT.
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is due to a redistribution of pressure on the blade surface and
in particular to the drop in loading shown in Figure 14. At PP
this effect is weaker and in DS operations is not recognizable.
At PP and DS operations another effect of the CT is
recognizable: the delay in formation of the tip leakage vortex.
In fact without the CT the vortex is recognizable on the suction
surface of the blade, whereas the CT has a balancing effect on
pressure between the sides of the blade and delay the
formation of the vortex.

S2

S1
LE

TE
Axial
direction

Effects of the CT on the velocity triangles
To better understand the effect of the anti-stall ring on the
operations of the fan, in Figure 14, Figure 15 and Figure 16
blade loading coefficient is plotted against normalised blade
radius respectively for PE, PP and DS operations for both the
baseline fan and the fan with CT.
At PE, Figure 14, the CT disturbs the aerodynamics of the
fan, leading to a loss of loading in the tip region and an overall decrease along most of the blade span.
AT PP, Figure 15, the fan has similar blade loading
distribution with and without the CT, confirming that the duty
point is almost the same, Figure 6.
AT DS, Figure 16, the fan without anti-stall ring shows a
reduction of blade loading in the hub region, while the fan
fitted with the CT performs similarly to PP conditions.
Moving at higher radii the CT is able to increase loading in the
outer 25% of the blade span resulting in the over-all increase
shown in Figure 6.
In Figure 17 radial distributions of average  are shown
for a section S1 upstream of the rotor and a section S2 taken
at mid-chord of the rotor. Upstream of the rotor the
distribution remain almost-constant over the blade span for all
the investigated duty points both with and without CT. The
Following control section, however, returns a completely
different behaviour: the lower 20% of the blade span for the
datum configuration, results in a compromised working
condition, while the configurations with the CT show that only
the lower 10% of the blade span is compromised, like for the
datum fan at peak efficiency. Moreover looking at axial
velocity distribution, Figure 18, it is interesting to note that in
deep stall conditions, the effect of the CT is to re-direct mass
flow from the tip region towards lower radii, so that the upper
region of the blade result to be unloaded. This can be
explained by Figure 19, where radial velocity distribution
along the span blade is shown for the S1 section upstream of
the rotor. The recirculation that is present at the blade tip for
the stalled datum configuration, is completely closed as radial
motion is negligible for the upper 10%of the blade, while a
shift of fluid is present below, between 70% and 90% of the
blade span.

Figure 17 – Radial distribution of for S1 and S2
control sections (see insert)
Nevertheless Figure 13 shows how even in stable
operations at PE the effect of the CT is not localised at the tip
region, but entails the whole blade span. In fact the hub
separation is smaller when the CT is fitted to the fan, and this
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CONCLUSIONS
A combined experimental and numerical analysis was
carried out on a tunnel and metro fan fitted with an anti-stall
ring. Two major arrangements were considered, one with a
single CT, one with a double CT supposed to be used to
control the characteristic of the fan while working in direct and
reverse operations. For each case different axial positioning of
the CT and different pitch arrangement of the rotor were
tested, leading to two test matrixes and a total of 24 cases plus
the datum fan without CT.
Experimental evidence showed how the CT results in
controlling the pressure rise capability of the fan, with a
monotonically increasing pressure with flow rate reduction in
all tested configurations, except those for the double CT where
the downstream chamber was moved sufficiently upstream to
be directly exposed to the rotor tip. All the different
configurations also resulted in an efficiency penalty up to 4%,
and a shift of the high efficiency region in the fan charts
towards lower flow rates, moving the peak efficiency point
towards peak pressure with respect to the datum fan.
A major consideration with respect to minimum
efficiency grade legislations is that, in order to be legally sold,
the fan must be able to meet minimum efficiency in a single
point of its stable range of operations. This means that if the
maximum efficiency shifts towards a different flow rate, the
fan with the CT, from a legal point of view, behaves exactly
as the datum fan.
Further numerical investigations proved that the control
mechanism induced by the CT is driven by the pressure
unbalance that exists between the inlet of the CT and its outlet,
and the unsteady interaction between high and low pressure
cores that are present at the tip of the rotor blade onto the
pressure and suction surface.
Finally it was shown how the CT affects the whole span
of the blade, especially at deep stall conditions, re-directing
mass flow away from the tip and the hub regions and
increasing it in the central portion of the blade. This shift of
the mass flow, also helps reducing the separation at the hub of
the blade. The overall effect is realized by the re-injection of
fluid upstream of the rotor that control the separation and recirculation of the stalled blade tip.

Figure 18 – Radial distribution of axial velocity
components S1 and S2 control sections (see insert
in Figure 17)

NOMENCLATURE
Latin
A
b
c
C
Ca
Ce
Cx

axial extent of inlet area
axial extent of shroud ring
axial extent of outlet area
absolute velocity
Axial chord
Axial chord exposure
Axial velocity;

D
h
p*
P
Q
U

fan diameter
casing treatment height
normalized pressure; p*=2p/(C2)
power
volume flow rate
[m3/s]
U = D/2

Cx = Q / [(D/2)2 – (D/2)2)]

Figure 19 – Radial distribution of radial velocity
components for S1 and S2 control sections (see
insert in Figure 17)
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[mm]
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W
%Ce

relative velocity
percentage of Axial chord exposure;

[m/s]

%Ce=100 Ce/Ca

[-]

Symbols

angle between W and axial direction
ptot
fan total pressure rise
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peak efficiency
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